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landmarks; ﬂight 1. introduction the domestic homing pigeon (columba livia) is the canonical test species for
scientiﬁc studies of avian navi- gation. the past decade has seen an experimental paradigm shift in the study
of pigeon homing since the development of micro-gps logging devices small enough to be carried by a ...
olfactory navigation in homing pigeons: are the current ... - the auk a quarterly journal of ornithology
vol. 104 july 1987 no. 3 olfactory navigation in homing pigeons: are the current models atmospherically
infrasound and the avian navigational map - time or another against most of the senses of the homing
pigeon (gould, 1982). sight has been ruled out because birds ﬁtted with frosted contact lenses can return to
within less than 500m of their home loft (schmidt-koenig and schlichte, 1972). laboratory experiments show
that pigeons have extraordinary low-frequency hearing and can detect sounds as low as 0.05hz (kreithen and
quine, 1979 ... homing pigeons as a model for the influence of experience ... - in research on avian
navigation, the hom - ing pigeon (columba livia f.d.) is a suitable model for investigating the mechanisms used
by birds to find their way home from remote areas. homing ... homing in pigeons: the role of the
hippocampal formation ... - the slower homing times of hf-lesioned homing pigeons ( columba livia ) has
also been used to suggest that the avian hf is critical for landmark navigation under natural con- analysis of
homing pigeon path information using coupled ... - pigeon navigation has been the object of intense
study for over 100 years [17]. homing pigeons have homing pigeons have been shown to successfully home
over large distances and under various experimental conditions book review - journal of experimental
biology - book review 4189 pigeon navigation avian navigation: pigeon homing as a paradigm by hans g.
wallraff springer (2005) 229 pp. isbn 3-540-22385-1 £77.00 (hbk) orientation & navigation birds, humans
& other animals - orientation & navigation birds, humans& other animals welcome to the sixth international
conference on animal navigation, hosted by the animal navigation special interest group of the royal institute
of navigation (rin). research article atmospheric propagation modeling ... - in his investigations of avian
navigation, keeton (keeton, 1973; keeton, 1974) concentrated pigeon releases at three sites in upstate ny (fig.
1) that he felt had particular significance to understanding freely available online journal of veterinary
healthcare ... - despite the homing pigeon having been the subject of much study in relation to avian
navigation 2-10 , avian flight mechanics 11-19 20,21and basic physiological , hans g.wallraff - springer - ing
which pigeon homing has been intensely investigatedturally,my mode of looking at the accumulated material
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